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Greetings, 

COMPUTER HACKED- 
Well, it finally happened dispite all the precautions taken. The wolf in sheep clothing had an email

that imitated a place where I had just bought a computer part two days before. It stated that I was

renewing a work subscription I never had before and that if I did not want to renew it to call a certain

number. I called to try to stop a $412 renewal only to be led by the nose to allow the hacker into my

computer. But when I saw my cursor move toward my banking icon, I got off the internet as fast as I

could, fighting the hacker trying to control the cursor. What a mess and waste of time and money. I

have turned down many scams before, but this one caught me. 

My bank said I needed to freeze my account and open a new account, change my email address and

my phone number. I have not changed either my email or phone number. Changing the bank account

has caused some problems. My bank is no longer receiving deposits to that old account so I must

reroute those checks to my current address unless a supporter prefers a direct deposit from their bank to

my new account. They should contact me for the updated account (I will try to contact them also). Two

checks have already been returned from senders by the bank.

The computer shop charged $249 to clean up the computer. Actually, they just deleted everything

except data files and installed windows again. It has taken a little more than a week for the job to be

accomplished. I lost my older Microsoft Word office because it is no longer supported and could not be

re-actvated. The shop was able to re-install several programs, but some are lost or I will have to try to

do it myself.

We were blessed with a one time support check before all this happened which will cover the

expenses. It is recorded under finances. We are also blessed in that important files were not deleted or

affected.

RIM COUNTRY CHURCH WORK- 

The unusual snow frequncy has hinders a couple of our members from coming to service. One went

down to warm Phoenix while the other family has been snowed in a couple of times. It looks like we

are finally getting past the snow issue. As a result of snow, people being away, and sickness, my

Wednesday class subject was delayed twice while other religious topics were discussed. We have now

resumed our study on Faith to Authority.

Brian and Sarah have returned from California and Brian has resumed as teacher of the minor

prophets on Sunday mornings. We are still in Zechariah. Dan Smyers did a good job while Brian was

away.

A couple of my sermons have tried to address a way for us to evangelize better. The well-written

invitations we sent out to all the city and rural areas yielded little response. We are considering other
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options at the moment. The sermons for February have been : Fight for the Lord; Lord, Don’t Forsake

Me in My Old Age (Ps 71); Three Reason Lessons for Evangelism 01 & 02; 

PERSONAL - On top of the computer troubles, we have been fighting with the Social Security

people to set up an appointment or send us the statement of Joanne’s medicare figures that were taken

out of Social Security. This has been holding up our filling for income taxes. After a couple of

promises, we finally got the info just in time for the computer hack with the data needed for the taxes. I

am now in a position to try to get our taxes taken care of in the next few days.

The heart doctor said everything looked good after the nuclear test, stress test and sonar imaging of

my heart. My afib is not being controlled, so he has ordered a beta blocker. We will see how well it will

work. The side affects are said to be drowsiness, foggy headed and fatigue, none of which I need in

order to study.

Joanne continues to do well pain wise. She has had a lot of dental work lately. She had a birthday on

March 5, so she has caught up with me in age. 

AFRICA - Zimbabwe, Mozambique and South Africa have been hit by heavy rains from two

cyclones (called hurricanes in the northren hemisphere). Brethren seem to have survived although some

in Mozambique and Zimbabwe were not able to go to worship due to flooding because of heavy river

flow.

Here is the February support I am aware of:

Zimbabwe- Paradzai Kusena, $230/mo.; 

Richard Maribo, $200/mo.; 

Dumisani Mutemera, $130 this month; 

Mhondiwa Magwere, $200/mo.

Brighton Mukarudza, $600/mo. from other sources. 

Mozambique- Arao Uchaio, $200/mo.

Finances:  Correction of Southside check number for January

Regular SUPPORT for:

dates are deposit or ck dates
December 2022

money, date, ck#

Jan. 2023

money, date, ck#

FEB 2023

money, date, ck#

Southside, Somerset, Ky 255 01 ck#0000500784 270   12/30/2022

ck#0000500790

270   1/31ck#0000500803

Oaks -West, Burnet, Tx 400 19 ck#? 400 30ck#2517 400 21 ck#2531

Eastside, Baytown, TX 300 01 ck# 8313 300 01 ck#8324 300 01ck#8340

anonymous #5: 100 27#? 100 31# 100 3/07 ck?

Rim Country church 2000 27ck#417 2500 23/ck#427 2000 26ck#432

Annandale, VA 1500 for Jan-Mar

                      10 ck#?

³for 3 mos. 

We received a check #5596 for $1030 one time support from anonymous family. Thank you very much.

We also received a check for $1000 for Zimbabwean brothers from another anonymous family. This will be

used as Zimbabwean preachers have need.

Brotherly,

Dave
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